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Abstract
In this paper we show that stochastic differential equations with jumps and
non-Lipschitz coefficients have ( , W, Np)-pathwise unique strong solutions by the
Euler–Maruyama approximation. Moreover, the Euler–Maruyama discretisation has
an optimal strong convergence rate.
1. Introduction
Consider the following stochastic differential equation (SDE) with jumps in Rd :
(1) Yt D  C
Z t
0
b(s, Ys) ds C
Z t
0





f (s, Ys , u) QN p(ds du),
















 U 7! R
d
, are Borel
measurable functions; {Wt , t > 0} is an m-dimensional standard Brownian motion de-
fined on some complete filtered probability space (, F , {Ft}t>0, P) and {pt , t > 0}
is a stationary Poisson point process of the class (quasi left-continuous) defined on
(, F , {Ft}t>0, P) with values in U and characteristic measure ,  is an Rd -valued
F0-measurable square integrable random variable. Here  is a  -finite measure de-
fined on a measurable normed space (U , U ) with the norm k  k
U
. Fix U0 2 U with





(du) <1. Let Np((0, t], du) be the counting measure
of pt such that ENp((0, t], A) D t(A) for A 2 U . Denote
QN p((0, t], du) WD Np((0, t], du)   t(du),
the compensator of pt .
In this paper, we study existence and uniqueness of solutions to Equation (1) under
non-Lipschitz conditions. Firstly, introduce some concepts. Given W and Np on a
probability space, we recall that a strong solution to Equation (1) is a càdlàg process
Y which is adapted to the filtration generated by W and Np and satisfies Equation (1).
A weak solution of Equation (1) is a triple (Y, W, Np) on a filtered probability space
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(, F , {Ft}t>0, P) such that Yt is adapted to Ft , Wt and Np((0, t], du) are Ft -Wiener
process and Ft -Poisson process, respectively, and (Y, W, Np) solves Equation (1). We
say that ( , W, Np)-pathwise uniqueness holds for Equation (1) if for any filtered prob-
ability space (0,F 0,{F 0t }t>0, P 0) carrying  0, W 0 and Np0 such that the joint distribution
of ( 0, W 0, Np0) is the same as that of the given ( , W, Np), Equation (1) with  0, W 0
and Np0 instead of  , W and Np cannot have more than one weak solution.
Let us recall some recent results. By Euler–Maruyama approximation, Skorokhod
[12] proved that Equation (1) has a weak solution. And by smooth approximation
of the coefficients, Situ [11, Theorem 175, p. 147] showed that Equation (1) has a
weak solution. However, by successive approximation Cao, He and Zhang [2] obtained
that Equation (1) has a pathwise unique strong solution. Here we use the Skorokhod
weak convergence technique and Lemma 1.1 in [3] to show that Equation (1) has a
( , W, Np)-pathwise unique strong solution. Our approach is very close in spirit to the
Yamada–Watanabe theorem. As we know, it seems the first time to show solutions to
stochastic differential equations with jumps by the method.
Next assume the following non-Lipschitz conditions for Equation (1): for all







jb(t , x)   b(t , y)j 6 (t)jx   yj1(jx   yj),(Hb)
where j  j stands for Euclidean norm in Rd ,
k (t , x)    (t , y)k2 6 (t)jx   yj22(jx   yj),(H )
where k  k is the Hilbert–Schmidt norm from Rm to Rd ,
Z
U0
j f (t , x , u)   f (t , y, u)jp0(du) 6 (t)jx   yjp03(jx   yj),(H1f )









jb(t , 0)j2 C k (t , 0)k2 C
Z
U0
j f (t , 0, u)j2(du)

dt <1,(Hb, , f )
for any T > 0, where (t) > 0 is locally square integrable and i is a positive contin-





D Æi <1, i D 1, 2, 3.
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jb(t , x)   b(t , y)j2 C k (t , x)    (t , y)k2 C
Z
U0












jb(t , 0)j2 C j (t , 0)j2 C
Z
U0
j f (t , 0, u)j2(du)

dt <1,




is concave nondecreasing continuous function such
that  (0) D 0 and R0C(1= (u)) du D 1, and D(RC, Rd ) stands for the space of all
càdlàg mappings from R
C
to Rd .
Comparing our conditions with (3), one will find that in our conditions the modu-
lus of continuity for b in x is different from that for  , which is convenient to control.
In Section 4, we give an example to demonstrate it. Besides, b, and f do not depend
on all the path but only on the value at t . Therefore, our conditions are more general.
One of our aims is to prove the following result.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that dimU <1 and the coefficients b,  and f satisfy
(Hb), (H ), (H1f ), (H2f ) and (Hb, , f ). Then Equation (1) has a ( , W, Np)-pathwise
unique strong solution.
To prove Theorem 1.2, we construct the Euler–Maruyama approximation Y n for the
solution of Equation (1). In [6], Higham and Kloeden also constructed the Euler–
Maruyama approximation of the solution to Equation (1) and showed the Euler–Maruyama
discretisation has a strong convergence order of one half. However, they required that b
satisfies a one-sided Lipschitz condition and  and f satisfy global Lipschitz conditions.
Our other aim is to prove that under our non-Lipschitz conditions the Euler–Maruyama
discretisation still has a strong convergence order of one half.
We shall also consider the more general equation
(4)
X t D  C
Z t
0
b(s, Xs) ds C
Z t
0











g(s, Xs , u) Np(ds du),





d is a Borel measurable function.
In Section 3 we show Equation (4) has a ( , W, Np)-pathwise unique strong solu-
tion. In Section 4 an example is given to illustrate our result. Section 5 is Appendix
to justify some conditions.
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Throughout the paper, C with or without indices will denote different positive con-
stants (depending on the indices) whose values are not important.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Before proceeding to our proof, we first prepare a crucial lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Under (Hb), (H ) and (H1f ), pathwise uniqueness holds for Equa-
tion (1).
Proof. Consider any filtered probability space ( Q, QF , { QFt }t>0, QP) carrying Q , QW
and N
Qp such that the joint distribution of ( Q , QW , N Qp) is the same as that of the given
( , W, Np). Assume that Y 1t , Y 2t are two weak solutions to Equation (1) with Q , QW and
N




(b(s, Y 1s )   b(s, Y 2s )) ds C
Z t
0






( f (s, Y 1s , u)   f (s, Y 2s , u)) QN Qp(ds du).
By Itô’s formula we have that










































Z is ( f i (s, Y 1s , u)   f i (s, Y 2s , u))
!
(du) ds.
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jZs j jb(s, Y 1s )   b(s, Y 2s )j ds C E
Z T
0










(s)jZs j21(jZs j) ds C E
Z T
0





























x log x 1, 0 < x 6 ,
(log  1   1)x C , x > ,
for 0 <  < 1=e.
Using (H































































































































j f (s, Y 1s , u)   f (s, Y 2s , u)j4
jZs j2












































Applying Lemma 3.6 in [8] yields the conclusion.
We now give
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We divide the proof into four steps.
STEP 1. We define two processes.
Let
0 D tn0 < tn1 < tn2 <    < tni < tniC1 <   
be a sequence of partitions of R
C
such that for every T > 0
sup
i W tniC16T
(tniC1   tni ) ! 0
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as n !1. We define the Euler–Maruyama approximation as the process {Y nt } satisfying
(5)
Y nt D  C
Z t
0
b(s, Y nkn (s)) ds C
Z t
0






f (s, Y nkn (s), u) QN p(ds du),













STEP 2. We obtain some sequences.
Now take two subsequences {Y l}, {Y m} of the approximation {Y n}. To four se-
quences of processes {Y l}, {Y m}, {W n I W n D W } and { n I  n D  } on (, F , P), by
Appendix and [12, Corollary 2, p. 13] there exist subsequences l( j), m( j), a probabil-




, where B([0, T ]) denotes Borel  -algebra on [0, T ], such that for every positive in-
teger j finite dimensional distributions of ( OY l( j), NYm( j), OW j , O j ) and (Y l( j), Y m( j), W,  )
coincide, and for any t 2 [0, T ]









in probability as j ! 1, where OY , NY , OW and O are some B([0, T ])  OF-measurable
stochastic processes. By [12, Lemma 4, p. 65] and [11, Remark 128, p. 94] there exist
Poisson point processes { Op j } and Op such that
QN
Op j (ds du) D N Op j (ds du)   (du) ds,
QN


































t WD  ( OY l( j)s , OW js , N Op j ((0, s], du), s 6 t),
OFt WD  ( OY s , OWs , N Op((0, s], du), s 6 t).
Then for every j , ( OW jt , N Op j ((0, t], du), OF jt ) and ( OWt , N Op((0, t], du), OFt ) are Wiener pro-
cesses and Poisson processes.
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STEP 3. We show that OY satisfies Equation (1).
{ OY l( j)t } satisfies the following equation
(6)





b(s, OY l( j)kl( j)(s)) ds C
Z t
0




















jY l( j)t j2

6 CT .
Because OY l( j)t converges to OY t in probability for every t , we can choose a subsequence
which is denoted by l( j) again, such that P-a.s. as j !1
OY l( j)t ! OY t , t D rk , k D 1, 2, : : : ,

























































OY l( j)t j2

6 CT .




































OY s j > N

D 0.
































































 (s, OY l( j)kl( j)(s))d OW js 
Z t
0



















































b(s, OY l( j)kl( j)(s)) ds C
Z t
0









b(s, OY s) ds C
Z t
0





f (s, OY s , u) QN Op(ds du)
in probability. Taking the limit in (6) as j !1, one sees that OY satisfies Equation (1).
Making use of (Hb) and (H ) and the convergence of OY l( j)t and OW jt to OY t and OWt ,
respectively, we can, by the same way to the proof of the theorem of Section 3, Chap-
ter 2 in [12], show that (7) and (8) hold.
To (9), we insert a stochastic integral R tC0
R
U0
f (s, OY s , u) QN
Op j (ds du) (adapted to the





















































f (s, OY s , u) QN

























f (s, OY s , u) QN















DW I1 C I2.















j(s, OY l( j)kl( j)(s), u)   f (s, OY s , u)j2(du) ds.
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1sup06s6t j OY s j6N
Z
U0
j(s, OY l( j)kl( j)(s), u)   f (s, OY s , u)j2(du) ! 0







1sup06s6t j OY s j6N
Z
U0







OY l( j)kl( j) (s) 
OYs j6h1sup06s6t j OY l( j)kl( j) (s)j6N




j(s, OY l( j)kl( j)(s), u)   f (s, OY s , u)j2(du) > 

C
OP{j OY l( j)kl( j)(s)   OY s j > h}.
Take a small enough h > 0 and then by (H1f ) the claim is justified. Thus by dominated
convergence theorem it holds that I1 < "=12.



















































































DW I21C I22C I23.

















j f (s, OY s , u)j2(du) ds.




U0\{0<kukU<%}j f (s, OY s , u)j2(du) ds < 1, by Fubini’s
theorem
O
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Noting {0 < kuk
U
< %} # ; for % # 0, by absolute continuity of the Lebesgue integral
one can take a small enough % > 0 such that I21 C I22 < "=24.
Finally, we treat I23. Consider the partition sequence on [0, t]: 0 D t Qn0 < t Qn1 <    <
t Qn

















f (s, OY s , u) QN






















































































































































































From (H1f ), (H2f ) and [12, Lemma 4, p. 65] it follows I23 < "=24.
STEP 4. We show that Equation (1) has a ( , W, Np)-pathwise unique strong
solution.
In the same way as Step 3 we can prove that NY satisfies Equation (1). Since the
initial values in both cases are the same ( OY l( j)0 D NYm( j)0 because Y l( j)0 D Y m( j)0 D  ) and
the joint distribution of the initial value, OW and N
Op coincides with distribution of  , W
and Np, by Lemma 2.1 we conclude that OY t D NY t for all t (a.s.). Hence, by applying
Lemma 1.1 in [3] we obtain that Y nt converges in probability to Yt in (, F , P). By
the same way as Step 3 it holds that Y satisfies Equation (1).
3. The convergence rate for the Euler–Maruyama approximation
In the section we consider the convergence rate for the Euler–Maruyama approxi-
mation {Y nt } defined in (5), that is, for a fixed timestep 1t and tni D i1t ,
Y nt D  C
Z t
0
b(s, Y nkn (s)) ds C
Z t
0






f (s, Y nkn (s), u) QN p(ds du),
where kn(s) D tni for s 2 [tni , tniC1).
Theorem 3.1. Suppose U D Rd and b,  and f satisfy those conditions in The-
orem 1.2. Moreover, b,  are independent of t and f (t , x , u) D f0(x)u, where f0(x) is









where O(1t) means that O(1t)=1t is bounded.
















( f0(Y nkn (s) )   f0(Ys ))u QN p(ds du).
By Itô’s formula we obtain that
jHt j2 DW J1 C J2 C J3 C J4 C J5,


































H is ( f0(Y nkn (s) )ui   f0(Ys )ui )
!
(du) ds.
For T > 0 and J1, J3 and J5, by the same technique as that of dealing with A1t ,

























(jHs j2) ds C 12E
Z T
0






































































where Jensen’s inequality is used in the last inequality.























































































Next, for tni 6 s < tniC1, it follows from (5) that






b(Y nkn (r )) dr C
Z s
tni





f0(Y nkn (r ) )u QN p(dr du)
D Y ntni C b(Y
n
tni








u QN p(dr du).











































where the last constant C is independent of 1t .
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The proof is completed.
4. Existence of a ( , W, Np)-pathwise unique strong solution for Equation (4)
Theorem 4.1. Suppose dimU <1. Under (Hb), (H ), (H1f ), (H2f ) and (Hb, , f ),
then Equation (4) has a ( , W, Np)-pathwise unique strong solution.
Proof. let Dp be the domain of pt and D D {s 2 Dp W ps 2 U   U0}. Since
(U   U0) < 1, D is a discrete set in (0, 1) a.s. Set 1 < 2 <    < n <    be
the enumeration of all elements in D. It is easy to see that n is a stopping time for




Yt , t 2 [0, 1),
Y
1  C g(1, Y1 , p1 ), t D 1.
The process {X1t , t 2 [0, 1]} is clearly the unique solution of Equation (4) in the time
interval [0, 1]. Next, set QFt D FtC1 , QX0 D X1
1
, QW t D WtC1   W1 , Qpt D ptC1 and
Q1 D 2   1. We can determine the process QX2t on [0, Q1] with respect to QFt , QX0, QW t ,
Qpt in the same way as X1t . Define X t by
X t D

X1t , t 2 [0, 1],
QX2t 1 , t 2 [1, 2].
It is easy to see that {X t , t 2 [0, 2]} is the unique solution of Equation (4) in the time
interval [0, 2]. Continuing this process, X t is determined uniquely in the time interval










 (t , x) WD
p
(t)(1 3=2 sin x , 2 3=2 sin 2x , : : : , m 3=2 sin mx),












U0 D {u 2 U , kukU 6 1},
g(t , x , u) D 0,
where (t) is continuous, bounded on (0, 1] and locally square integrable. Then by
Lemma 3.1 and 4.1 in [1] and the Hölder inequality










6 C(t)jx   yj Q1(jx   yj),





















































6 C(t)jx   yj2 Q2(jx   yj),






log x 1, 0 < x 6 ,
log  1   1C

x






log x 1, 0 < x 6 ,
(((log  1)1=2   (1=2)(log  1) 1=2)x C (1=2)(log  1) 1=2)2
x2
, x > .
We take 1(x) WD C Q1(x) and 2(x) WD C Q2(x). It is easily justified that 1(x) and 2(x)
satisfy (2).
Note that b(t , x) does not satisfy the condition (3) because log x 1 < (log x 1)2 for
0 < x 6 . Thus our result generalizes one in [2] in some sense.
6. Appendix
We show that {Y n}, {W nI W n D W } and { n I  n D  } satisfy conditions in [12,













P{jnt j > N } D 0,








t j > Æ} D 0.


















































































Assume t > s and then





b(r, Y nkn (r )) dr C
Z t
s






f (r, Y nkn (r ), u) QN p(dr du).
By (Hb, , f ), (15) and Burkholder’s inequality we obtain that




6 CT js   t j,







P{jY ns   Y
n





























6 4T and E(jWs  Wt j2) D js   t j we know that {Wt , t > 0}
satisfies (14).


































































































































































































































(1   e js t j(U U0)).
From this we obtain that {t , t > 0} satisfies (14).
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